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use pH as a solubility tool, a selectivity tool or as a sample matrix option to retain the biological activity of your ... Save Money buying solvents and disposal costs. 
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What is CElixir™?



TM



A Practical Approach to CZE CElixir™ is a patented1, dynamic coating system that will make your CZE more reproducible and quantifiable. Two ionic solutions are applied to a fused silica capillary producing a very stable polymeric coating on the wall. An abundance of charge is exposed throughout the lumen of the capillary and from the wall. This high-density of charge produces a very fast (even at acidic pH) and reproducible EOF. A precise and reproducible CZE method from run to run, capillary to capillary or instrument to instrument is now possible with CElixir™. How does it work? Two solutions in CElixir™ are placed in two vials on your HPCE instrument and are automatically applied to the capillary before and between runs. The CE practitioner is no longer relying on the fused silica capillary as the main component of the separation mechanism and EOF. The ionic polymers in CElixir™ now provide this separation mechanism, making it “portable”, controllable and reproducible. The solutions are always the same on any capillary you use and on any HPCE instrument that you use and therefore the EOF and CZE conditions are always the same anywhere any time. Acidic pH, High Flow Rate Even at very low pH (as low as 2.5), CElixir™ has a very fast and reproducible EOF. If you change the pH from run to run, the resulting change in EOF speed will be negligible. This allows you to use pH as a solubility tool, a selectivity tool or as a sample matrix option to retain the biological activity of your samples. Since you are re-apply the coating before each run and the wall adsorption effects are minimized the inherent capillary inconsistencies experienced at low pH are eliminated. Precision, speed and reproducibility are increased over normal CZE. Average Migration Time of Heroin Powder Using CElixir Cap No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 %CV



Peak 1



Peak 2



Peak 3



Peak 4



Peak 5



Peak 6



2.910 2.916 2.908 2.858 2.894 2.894 2.881



2.954 2.961 2.954 2.903 2.942 2.942 2.928



3.029 3.304 3.029 2.979 3.017 3.018 3.003



4.072 4.083 4.072 3.972 4.074 4.057 4.029



4.217 4.231 4.222 4.112 4.223 4.202 4.175



4.705 4.721 4.718 4.576 4.691 4.686 4.659



0.638



0.0622



0.596



0.894



0.931



0.995



This chart shows the results using seven different Capillaries with CelixirTM at pH 6.6 and run six times each. This shows how stable the EOF and migration times are using CelixirTM.



Features of CElixir:



Benefits of CElixir:



Increases Precision of your EOF Increases Reproducibility of your HPCE Can be automated pH Independent



Makes Quantification of Peaks Easy and Reliable Gives you the confidence needed Easy to use, anyone in the lab can use it Use pH to control ionization of your sample for selectivity or to maintain biological activity. Minimize Sample loss and increase reproducibility Shorter Analysis time, Increase lab throughput Save Money buying solvents and disposal costs Save Time and Increase Repeatability of Method Solutions are stable and safe and easily disposed of.



Shifts Adsorption Equilibria Increases EOF Speed Lower Cost v. HPLC No Buffer Preparation Needed No Organics or Hazardous Material Used



1 Analis Patent No. 5,611,903



MicroSolv Technology Corporation 101 Brighton Avenue Long Branch, NJ 07740 Voice: 1-732-229-3400 Fax: 1-732-229-2403 email: [email protected] web: MicroSolvTech.com
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What is GIS and What is Not? 

Implementing this idea took many years to complete satisfactorily, both because of the software ..... It becomes more and more clear as we progress that.
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What is OPLC .fr 

The entire chromatographic process being controlled by a dedicated user-friendly software allows 24 hour a day unattended operation in a GLP environment.
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What Is Data Mining 

You may wonder, why can't we dig out the knowledge by using SQL queries? ... You may write a query to find out how many male students attend college.
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... â€œthe customs, beliefs, art, music, and all other products of human thought made ... It is important to always keep in mind that we must look beyond the obvious, ... written about organisational cultures; identifying certain patterns of behaviou
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Jan 11, 2005 - In a gravitational field the momentum developed per second becomes dp dt. = âˆ’GÎ³ Mmr(1+Î²2)âˆ’Î²(Î² Â· r) r3. = âˆ’[Î³m[(1 + Î²2)u âˆ’ Î²Î²]] Â· [GM r r3 ].
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data varies by supplier and the software being used, but, many ... into account such issues as carton quantities ... people name first when they discuss VMI. In my.
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Jan 15, 2001 - KNOWLEDGE AND INNOVATION: JOURNAL OF THE KMCI ... Introduction [1] ... definition of knowledge: Knowledge is understanding gained through experience, ... enterprise uses its collective intelligence to accomplish its ... knowledge base,
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Jan 11, 2005 - categories than those of object, property and number. By 1960 mass had fragmented in other directions, into inertial mass, active gravitational ...
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What is the difference between sociology and the other social sciences? ... Human world sciences humanities ... What is culture? â‰  common sense meaning.
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What Is Data Modeling? 

Items 1 - 9 - 10.8 Hierarchies, Networks, and Chains 290. 10.8.1 ...... creativity in data modeling requires a deep understanding of the client's business, familiarity .... The answers to these questions largely determine how quickly the .... Exploit
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What is Ricardian Equivalence? 

Construct a Usual Macroeconomic Model. Calibrate the Parameters and Specify the shocks. Simulate the Model. Regress the Consumption Equation.
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What Is Java EE? .fr 

years, he has worked on various software systems using different Java ... Chicago Hospital, Dr. Maria Augusteijn, Dr. Richard Meinig, Dr. Brian Toolan, Dawn Girard, ..... to other computers, management of database connections, the ability to ...
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What Is an iButton? - AN3808 

Apr 5, 2006 - The iButtonÂ® is a computer chip enclosed in a 16mm thick stainless .... codes, RFID tags, magnetic stripe, prox, and smart cards are some of the ...
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7. Images for Non-E-Series. There Are Three Images Available for ..... Catalyst 3750 Series. Architectural Differences. P. H. Y. Port ASIC. TCAM. SRAM. SDRAM.
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What is Dynare? - Eleni Iliopulos 

also last one or several periods. Models introduce a positive shock today and zero shocks thereafter. (with certainty). The solution does not require linearization, ...
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What Is Meant by Services? 

Fuel oil is a good; gas is a service. â€¢ Religious ... enterprise or entrepreneur where the object is other than the transfer of ownership of a tangible com- modity.".
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What is my avatar seeing? 

VISUAL COGNITION, 2003, 10 (2), 157Â±199. Please address all ... present study investigates the cognitive processes involved in the anticipation of the visual .... is due to a difference in the size of the cells visual receptive fields. ..... Figure 
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What colour is the ... ? It's 

11. 9. 8. 7. 6. 5. 4. 3. 10. 2. 1. It's ... Page 2. COLOURS. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. COLOURS. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. What colour is the ... ? It's ...
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What is a Soulmate? .fr 

connection is powerful, and throughout the years it has become obvious through my spiritual reading ... Physical scientists attribute it to biochemistry and hormones. Anthropologists ..... of two hearts joined as one is beyond any human concept.
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Shams (2000) What you see is what you hear 

Dec 14, 2000 - Ladan Shams*, Yukiyasu Kamitani*,. Shinsuke Shimojo*â€ . *California Institute of Technology,. Division of Biology, MC 139-74, Pasadena,.
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Linguistic representations of motion events: What is signifier and what 

Consider a simple eventâ€”you see a man, John, running into a roomâ€”and you take your .... (1996b): PATH and MANNER in English and Spanish novels and ..... So it is appropriate to say El hombre entrÃ³ a la casa corriendo 'the man entered.
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